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Project Title Data & Decision-Making for Consortial Ebook 
Acquisitions 

Description  

Over the years Boston Library Consortium (BLC) member libraries have 

participated in several consortial ebook acquisition projects (JSTOR, ebrary, 

Taylor & Francis/Routledge). Does a subject analysis of title-level usage reveal 

shared usage patterns across dissimilar institutions? For example, might we 

find a common set of titles used across the libraries — and if so, could we seek 

alternate acquisition strategies for those core titles? Does the data show 

deeper overlaps in collections use between dissimilar institutions than we 

might expect, which in turn might suggest opportunities for smaller group 

collection development partnerships tied to specific publishers or subject 

strengths? To extend the project, how might we account for including local 

print circulation or ILL lending? 

Problems/ 
Research Questions 

How does the rate of use for ebooks consortium-wide compare to that of 

individual institutions? Which titles or subject areas are used consortium-wide 

versus only at some individual institutions? How does rate of use of ebook 

collections compare to that of print? 

Techniques  Preprocessing data, statistical methods, data visualization 

Tools/ 
Languages Used OpenRefine, Microsoft Excel, possibly Python 

Data  

Description: Title lists and usage reports (including COUNTER statistics) 
obtained from publishers, vendors, and BLC member libraries 
 
Data Type: Tabular 
 
Data Size: Title lists in the thousands or low tens of thousands 

Outcome Identify opportunities for different purchasing and acquisition strategies, e.g., 
creative opportunities for cost sharing or developing shared packages. 



Milestone Timeline  

June 2021 – Participate in LEADS bootcamp, read references mentioned in 
project description and identify further relevant sources, meet with mentors 
and BLC Heads of Resource Management Community of Interest, get familiar 
with data and domain area. 
 
July through August 2021 – Link title lists with usage data via identifier such as 
title/ISBN. Dive into the data, determining where there are holes and where 
apples to apples comparison is (and is not) possible. Preprocess data 
 
September through November 2021 – Perform data analysis. 
 
December 2021 – Present analysis to BLC Heads of Resource Management 
Community of Interest. 
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